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are you a fan of working in a collaborative environment, but hate the cost of purchasing and maintaining your own server? maybe you are looking to offer your services to others who would benefit from your ability to access their files and work on them in your office. perhaps you are looking to offer a business solution, and are looking for a low-cost
solution? then microsoft small business server might be the answer for you. continue reading to learn more about this exciting new business offering from microsoft. windows home server 2011 update rollup 2 is the latest in a series of updates that will provide sbs 2011 administrators with more control over the services and features that are available
on their servers. this update also includes several fixes and enhancements that are included in this release. i was just wondering if anyone else was planning to use whs 2011 in a home/office server environment. i have been using whs for the last 2 or 3 years and it works great for me, but i am wondering if my use case is unusual? i am considering using
whs 2011 for a home/office server primarily to stream media content via upnp to my xbox 360, wii, pc, apple tv and ps3. i currently use various media servers and media players for each of these platforms, but i find the networking/proxy setup and management to be more trouble than its worth. i am also a media junkie, so i am not shy about adding
content to my servers, which i can then access from any device. i recently did a server recovery on my whs v1 machine. the recovery performed fine but i discovered that the windows update function no longer works. in fact i now realize it was turned off some months ago. i know whs is no longer supported by microsoft. however, i did expect that by
doing a recovery i would be able to download existing updates to get me back to the version state that i had prior to the recovery. specifically, the restore stopped at power pack 2 and so i have lost the functionality i had with power pack 3. is there a way to access pp3 and other microsoft whs v1 updates while the os is no longer supported, it was
providing great value for me as a behind the router/firewall home server.
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my first question is how do i solve this problem. i have a windows home server version 1 install that i ran on a different system. it worked very well and was easy to install and setup. i have not been able to install the windows home server vail beta on my windows home server version 1. i am not sure if this is a problem or not. if it is a problem, could you
please assist in how to solve this issue. jim, i can see i have to change a couple of settings and that will fix the problem. i have not been able to find out where to change the settings. this might be more than a small problem with this version of windows home server. i have not been able to find out the answer to this question. my next question is what is

the easiest way to connect my windows home server 2011 to my wireless network. i am using windows home server version 1 build 1026 with windows home server vail beta. i have been using my wireless router to connect to the internet and my router is connected to my modem. i would like to know the easiest way to connect the wireless router to
my server. there are a couple of questions that i need answered before i make any changes to my wireless router or server. i would like to connect my windows home server 2011 to my wireless router and access the server from any pc on my home network. my home network is not large and i have one pc and a laptop. i would like the server to be

accessible from any pc on the home network. is this the easiest way to accomplish this? my server is on the network and i can access the server from my laptop and i can even access the server from my pc when i am at work. i can not access the server from any other pc on the network. how do i configure my router to work with my server? 5ec8ef588b
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